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hen recalling his original description and

naming of the Scarletchested Parrot in 1840

from single specimen procured in Western

Australia Jnhn Gnuld wrnte in his Handbnnk the Birds

of Australia It is source of much regret to me that

am unable to give more than very slight notice of this

beautiful bird For almost century the species remained

an enigmatic inhabitant of the arid interior of Australia

with very few sightings of only single birds pairs or small

parties being reported and this gave rise to widespread

concern that it was extremely rare or even in danger of

extinction It was rediscovered in August 1931 when

several pairs were brought to Adelaide South Australia

The striking beauty of these living birds caused much

excitement and made such strong impact that pair

was purchased by the Governor and sent to Britain as

gift for King George The remaining birds were

acquired by local aviculturists and the first confirmed

breeding in captivity was achieved in that year by Simon

Harvey From these beginnings the Scarlet chested

Parrot progressed to become one of the most successful

parrots in aviculture eventually reaching its presentday

domesticated status with numerous color mutations well

established in aviaries throughout the world

In Praise of Beauty

From the time of its discovery writers have extolled

the beauty of the Scarlet chested Parrot and have no hes

itation in adding my praise for consider the adult male

to he one of the most beautiful of all parrots

Approximately 20cm in length and weighing some 40g
the adult male has the upperparts bright green extending

to sides of the neck and breast while the head is brilliant

blue becoming markedly deeper on the cheeks and

throat The wingcoverts also are blue becoming darker

on outer webs of the flight feathers Scarlet extends from

the foreneck to middle of the breast giving way to bright

yellow on the lower The central tail feathers

are green and the lateral tail feathers are blue broadly

tipped yellow The bill is grey black the iris brownish

grey and the legs greyishbrown Females and juveniles

have paler blue restricted to the forehead and face and the

breast is green

That species so familiar in captivity remains so lit

tleknown in the wild is due to the remoteness of its

range across the arid interior of southern Australia from

southeastern Western Australia to extreme southwestern

Queensland westernmost New Snuth and far

northwestern Victoria Within this vast region the parrots

are associated closely with dry mallee or mixed

Eucalyptus Acacia scmblands usually where there is

sparse groundcover of Triodia or Plectrachne grasses

predilection for recently burned country has been

reported from parts of the range and it is likely that an

upsurge in new growth with abundant seeding grasses

probably attracts the birds to these lands Also it has

been noted that birds often are encountered many hun

dreds of kilometers from available surface water prompt

ing the claim that they satisfy their moisture requirements

by drinking dew or chewing succulent plants However

an apparent dependence on surface water is demonstrat

ed by report from South Australia where three birds

were disturbed repeatedly as they came to drink at

dam eventually forcing one bird to settle on the water in

the middle of the dam and drink from the surface

Irregular Irruptions

and Fluctuating Numbers

am sure that the Scarlet chested Parrot is not as

rare as is generally claimed and any assessment of its

overall status is made difficult by the often largescale

irruptions that occur at irregular intervals The strong

hold appears to be in the Great Victoria Desert from

western South Australia west to southeastern Western

Australia where the species can he locally common
though suspect that even here population levels fluc

tuate in response to prevailing climatic conditions

After the 1890s little was heard of these parrots until

1939 when there was an irruption near Wynbring in

southwestern South Australia and more than 500 birds

were captured for the avicultural market Since that

time there have been further irruptions most notably in

eastern South Australia during the 1960s and in mid

May 1993 count of 240 birds was made near Vokes

Hill Junction in the Great Victoria Desert with the total

population at this locality at that time being estimated

at between 300 and 500 birds

It is more than 30 years since my only good sight
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statement for it summarizes

features which make this

species extremely popular

with aviculturists world

wide At times am asked to

recommend Species that

would be suitable for bird

keepers wishing to progress

from breeding canaries

Budgerigars Melopsittacus

undulatus or zebra Finches

Taeniopygia guttata and

nominate the Scarletchest

ed Parrot as ideal for bird

keepers planning to change

from domesticated birds

These charming par

rots breed freely in small

aviaries or large cages and

can be housed in mixed

collection with finches

doves or softbills but

should not be kept with

other small parrots for

males can become aggres

sive when breeding

Feeding requirements are

simple Though have found

that supplementing the basic

seed mix with greenfood

and seeding grasses is essen

tial for successful breeding

Pairs often rear two or more

broods in season so should

be provided with two or

more nestboxes or hollow

logs and young birds should

be removed from the aviary

as soon as they are inde

pendent

Scarletchested Parrots

nearly always have been

included in my collection

but keep only pure normal

birds and must confess to

being totally unenthusiastic

about the numerous color

mutations that have been

developed In my opinion

all have lost the exceptional

beauty of normally

plumaged birds and do

fear that emphasis on the

breeding of mutations poses

risk to the longterm viabil

ity of pure strains of normal

birds in avtartes

the afa WATCHBIRD


